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We introduce dressed Wilson loops as a novel confinement observable. It consists of closed planar
loops of arbitrary geometry but fixed area and its expectation values decay with the latter. The
construction of dressed Wilson loops is based on chiral condensates in response to magnetic (and
electric) fields, thus linking different physical concepts. We present results for generalized condensates and dressed Wilson loops on dynamical lattice configurations and confirm the agreement
with conventional Wilson loops in the limit of large probe mass. We comment on the renormalization of dressed Wilson loops.
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bz = ∂x ay − ∂y ax ≡ b ,

(1)

setting all electric charges to unity. All closed Wilson loops in the (x, y)-plane are modified as
W → W ei

H

Ca

= W ei

RR

bz

= W e ibS ,

(2)

where we have made use of Stokes’ theorem (and fixed an orientation). For space-like Wilson loops
electric fields are used in the same manner1 .
Our considerations can be applied to any underlying space-time. On the lattice, the modifications of links to generate such an abelian field are known, see e.g. [5]. Magnetic fields on a finite

Figure 1: A planar “Wilson loop” [Xloop 800 by Wilson Sporting Goods Co.] including a “lattice” is
exposed to a constant external field perpendicular to it, the latter being symbolized by three “arrows”.
1 and

therefore a general symbol f was used for the external field in [1]
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We will present a construction [1] in analogy to dressed Polyakov loops [2] (see also [3, 4]),
where confining aspects of gauge theories are related to the response of the chiral condensate
to an external magnetic field. Beside linking different physical effects, we expect this dressed
observable to be free of additive renormalization, to depend nontrivially on the probe mass and to
have applications beyond lattice QCD.
Let us start by a geometric question, namely how to collect all planar Wilson loops (say on a
lattice) with arbitrary geometry, but fixed area S. Of course, the aim is to investigate the area law
in such loops as a signal of confinement. The solution is rather simple, it is provided by an abelian
and constant magnetic (or electric) field b perpendicular to the plane, cf. Fig. 1. The corresponding
magnetic flux gives factors eibS to all closed loops in that plane. Every gauge invariant quantity is
made of such loops and so is the quark condensate. By a Fourier transform one arrives at a dual
observable at fixed area.
To be more precise, we consider a constant abelian magnetic field along the z-direction, generated in the usual way by space-dependent gauge fields,
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rectangle with extensions Lx and Ly are quantized in terms of the total area [6],
b = 2π

k
,
Lx Ly

k ∈ Z,

(3)

and on a discrete lattice with numbers of sites Nx,y = Lx,y /a also bounded (related to the magnetic
flux through a plaquette),
0 ≤ k < Nx Ny ,
(4)

(where the trace includes an integral over x and y normalized by the area Lx Ly ). As a gauge invariant
quantity this quark condensate consists of closed loops of all areas in the (x, y)-plane, such that
schematically
(6)
Σb = ... · 1 + ...hplaquettei · e ib + ...hW S=2 i · e 2ib + ... ,
where the dots stand for multiplicity factors, see also later.
The dual condensate after a (discrete) Fourier transform,
Σ̃(S) ≡

1
e−iSb Σb ,
Lx Ly ∑
b

(7)

picks Wilson loops of fixed area2 S and is therefore called ‘dressed Wilson loop’.
At this point we would like to make several comments. First of all, the Dirac operator used in
our construction is the two-dimensional one restricted to some (x, y)-plane (and is averaged over
such planes finally). As a side effect its computation is numerically cheap. Secondly, we need for
the Fourier transform all magnetic fields (not only those which might be of experimental relevance)
as a tool on the level of observables, which means a partial quenching. Likewise the probe mass m
in the condensate can be different from the sea quark masses. Thirdly, other functions of the Dirac
operator Db different from the condensate (cf. [4]) are possible to construct dressed Wilson loops,
too.
Our numerical lattice results are based on N f = 2 + 1 stout smeared staggered3 fermions with
physical pion mass on 163 · 4 lattices at T = 120 MeV, for more details see [1, 7]. We achieved a
reasonable statistics from 5 configurations (needing 2.5 days on single CPU).
In Fig. 2 the generalized condensate Σb is shown as a function of the magnetic field b. It
grows with the magnetic field (‘magnetic catalysis’) and displays a “shoulder” structure, which is
similar for the four-dimensional condensates (not shown). This behavior is quite different, when
the magnetic field is included in the fermionic action [8, 9]. At half of the maximal magnetic flux
the condensate saturates because of the periodicity due to discretisation. As expected the effects
are washed out for heavy (probe) quarks.
2 On

a finite volume there is a “contamination” from loops closed through the boundary conditions, the effects of
which can be suppressed [1].
3 The staggered phases introduce particular signs in the dual condensates [1], which for simplicity we avoid by
always showing absolute values.
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both in analogy to momenta on these spaces.
Let us denote the generalized quark condensate with links modified in this way by an index b,


1
1
tr
Σb =
.
(5)
Lx Ly
Db + m
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The Fourier transform of these data yields the dual condensates Σ̃(S) depicted in Fig. 3. These
dressed Wilson loops do decay with the area similar to conventional Wilson loops, however, with
a different decay rate and some patterns in the dependence on the area S. In order to clarify the
situation, we now consider the geometry of lattice loops contained in this observable and make
contact to conventional Wilson loops.

Figure 3: The dressed Wilson loops Σ̃(S), Eqn. (7), in lattice units, dual to the condensates of Fig. 2, together
with conventional Wilson loops (the latter measured for different rectangles with side lengths up to Ns /2) as
a function of the lattice area s = S/a2 .
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Figure 2: The generalized quark condensate Σb , Eqn. (5), in lattice units, in response to a constant magnetic
field as a function of the flux quantum k (see (3)) for several probe masses. On the upper axis we also show
the magnetic field in physical units. Dressed Wilson loops are the Fourier coefficients of these curves.
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Figure 4: Three lattice loops of area S = 4a2 with different circumferences l = 8a, 10a, 10a, respectively.
The link products along these loops contribute to the dressed Wilson loop at this area, the latter two, however,
with smaller weight factors at large probe masses, cf. Eq. (8).

m tr

1
(Db )l
= tr ∑
Db + m
ml
l

(8)

and for a lattice Dirac operator hopping over just nearest neighbors like the staggered operator
we use, l is just the circumference/length4 of the loop (in lattice units), see Fig. 4 for examples.
Obviously, long loops are suppressed by the corresponding factor of inverse mass.
The ‘ideal lattice loops’ in the sense of maximizing the area at fixed circumference can – by
virtue of the following loop modifications

– easily be shown to be rectangles (in contrast to circles in the continuum).
The ‘entropy’, i.e. the multiplicity of different loops in the observable, may counteract the
suppression away from the ideal loop. It actually does not do so, since first of all there are no
disconnected loops in tr Dl ∝ D(x, y)D(y, z) . . . D(w, x) and secondly we have shown that the growth
of the multiplicity factors (listed in the appendix of [1]) at fixed area as a function of the circumference is always exceeded by the mass suppression. We conclude that for large mass the dual
condensate Σ̃(S) contains predominantly loops of small circumference, whose shapes are (close to)
rectangular.
In the large mass limit we can identify the leading contribution to the dressed Wilson loop at
area S, which is the quantity dual to the minimal power lmin (S) of the Dirac operator, and divide
out the multiplicity and mass factors, for details see [1]. The result is plotted in Fig. 5 showing
agreement with the conventional Wilson loops within error bars.
An intuitive physical picture of our construction can be drawn from Wilson loops extending in
space and time, which represent a quark-antiquark pair; the corresponding dressed Wilson loops are
4 Note

that loops are not self-avoiding and can even go back and forth.
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The mechanism ensuring the latter is that long loops are suppressed by large probe masses (the
same mechanism relates dressed and conventional Polyakov loops). In this limit one can expand
the condensate in a geometric series of powers l of the Dirac operator
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obtained from an external electric field. In the common picture of confinement the quark and the
antiquark are bound together by nonabelian forces, that result in a potential growing linearly with
the distance. Our (Euclidean) electric field acts on the quark and antiquark, as they carry opposite
electric charges, and thus indeed attempts to vary the distance between them. Therefore it is clear
that the electric field probes the nonabelian forces. Our formalism says that the latter are exhibited
from the response of QCD quantities to all such electric fields (similar to inverse scattering).
We want to conclude with two features of dressed Wilson loops concerning the IR and UV
behavior, that are again very similar to those of dressed Polaykov loops [10, 2, 4, 11 – 13]. Both
rely on the ‘fuzziness’, which makes this observable less sensitive to the lattice spacing.
In a spectral representation of a Dirac operator with purely imaginary eigenvalues5 ,
*
+


1
2m
1
1
Σb =
tr
=
(9)
2 + m2
V
Db + m
V λ ∑>0 λb,i
b,i
it is obvious that the dominant contribution to all condensates comes from the IR part λ . m, which
is lost for conventional Wilson loops as m → ∞.
The renormalization properties of the generalized condensate we conjecture to be the same as
those of four-dimensional condensates. Since their divergences do not depend on the external field,
they are removed by the Fourier transform and therefore additive renormalization is not necessary
in the dual condensates (for non-vanishing area). The multiplicative renormalization can easily be
accounted for by multiplying the condensate by the bare mass m. How this translates in the large
mass limit into the renormalization of conventional Wilson loops and how dressed Wilson loops at
finite mass can be interpreted and further explored as a tool, are interesting aspects of our construction to be investigated further.
5 neglecting

nongeneric zero modes
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Figure 5: The leading term in the large mass limit of the dressed Wilson loop, in comparison to conventional
Wilson loops.
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